Multi-disciplinary educational camp “Formula of Unity”
Methodology
Our program is based on the pedagogical methodology of collective creative education developed in the
1950’s — 1960’s. Its main principles are improvement of the life around, comradeship and creative
teamwork.

Organization of our work
The work in our camp consists of two parts of equal importance: educational (by subject profiles) and
creative.
Lessons in the chosen subject form the first part of the day (usually before lunch); they are provided by a
teacher of the respective subject in classes (educational groups). The participants are involved in
studying theory and practical activities depending on the subject.
The second half of the day is dedicated to the creative part of the days organized by mixed age groups
and inspired by group leaders. During the 2-week session the participants of the camp will take part in
and organize such activities as: discussions, mind games, role-playing and business games, sport
activities, master classes in various topics, including language classes led by participants from different
countries, quests, candle meetings (evening conversations in groups), team-building trainings etc.

Laws
make the life in the camp safe, comfortable and useful. Here are some of them:
Law of territory
Participants should not leave the territory of the camp without permission.
Law of healthy lifestyle
It is forbidden to use alcohol, to smoke, to consume unknown plants and berries.
Law 0:0
This means punctuality, respect for one’s own and someone else's time.
Law of purity and order
This is purity in thoughts, deeds, purity and order around everyone.
Law of politeness
Good, responsive attitude, knowledge of basic rules of communication and etiquette, polite words,
sympathetic attitude to someone else's trouble.
Law of care
of the things, nature and people around.

Traditions
are aimed at creating favorable conditions for self-realization, personal and collective development.
They create a special unique atmosphere of the camp, and we are proud of it.
For example here are some of our traditional activities and events: collective camp session planning;
"candle meetings" (summarizing of the day experience in a very romantic way); councils of the "deal" —
it's a special word for our camp activities (all the participants can take part in the organization of the
camp session); tournaments and "fights" at class; interesting master classes on the study of foreign
languages from native speakers and much, much more.

